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WGN-TV TO COVER “PARADE OF SAIL” AND OTHER EVENTS AT “TALL SHIPS® CHICAGO 2013 AT NAVY PIER PRESENTED BY PEPSI®”

CHICAGO—July 25, 2013—WGN-TV will be covering “Tall Ships® Chicago 2013 at Navy Pier presented by Pepsi®” with coverage before and during the festival. Tall Ships takes place at Navy Pier in Chicago from August 7 to August 11, 2013. *WGN News at Nine* will air Cruisin’ Illinois’ Julian Crews’ report on touring Chicago’s coastline by tall ship. *WGN News*’ Marcus Leshock, along with the WGN sports team, will be hanging out for the Pro-Am of the Chicago Match Cup on Tuesday, August 6.

Tall Ships officially kicks off with the famous Parade of Sail on Wednesday, August 7 and Marcus Leshock will be reporting on the festivities on *WGN News at Five* LIVE from the Pier. *WGN Morning News*’ Ana Belaval will be Around Town the next day onboard the S.S. Sørlandet during segments called “Meet the Sørlandet.” Tall Ship Trivia will also be featured on *WGN Midday News.*

WGN News will continue covering “Tall Ships® Chicago 2013 at Navy Pier presented by Pepsi®” over that weekend. *WGN News*’ Sean Lewis will be Skyping with one of the tall ship captains on *WGN Saturday Morning News.* The festival ends on Sunday, August 11, when *WGN Sunday Morning News* will be wrapping up coverage with photos of the week. It’ll be a fantastic week of Tall Ships and WGN-TV will be covering it in its entirety.

WGN-TV is Chicago’s CW network affiliate, programming news, sports and entertainment. Most programming airs in high definition on WGN 9.1. *WGN News* programs more local news than any other Chicago TV station airing on WGN-TV as well as CLTV, which is celebrating its 20th anniversary. WGN 9.2 is Chicago’s...
home of Tribune Broadcasting’s classic TV network Antenna TV and WGN 9.3 becomes the home of movie network This TV in November 2013. WGN-TV also programs for WGN America on cable, telco and satellite throughout the U.S. WGN-TV is a Tribune Broadcasting station. For more information on Chicago’s Very Own WGN-TV, go to WGNtv.com
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